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Diane Keys

8 hrs ·

Facebook madlib anyone?
"some outer space poetry"
1. noun
2. noun
3. noun
4.animal
5. musical instrument
6. noun
7. verb (past tense)
8. noun
9. noun
10. noun



11. verb (past tense)

LikeCommentShare

Comments

Kdj Jay 1. shoebox 2. spatula 3. doughnut 4. box turtle 5. zither 6. tongue depressor 7. poked 8.
crayon 9. criminal 10. litter box 11. surrendered
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Wilheim Katastrof 1. egg
2. desk
3. folicle
4. black whale
5. trombax
6. orange juice
7. cleansed
8. migrant
9. fragrance
10. pointer
11. curled
Like · Reply · 7 hrs
Jim Leftwich 1. trash
2. trash
3. trash
4. rat
5. skatchbox
6. trash
7. mailed
8, trash
9. trash
10. trash
11. mailed
Like · Reply · 1 · 6 hrs
Write a reply...

Grace Sanford 1. Reality
2. Truth
3. Love
4. Iguana
5. Flute
6. Imagination
7. Contemplated
8. Dream



9. Curiosity
10. Kindness
11. Spoke
Like · Reply · 5 hrs
Diane Keys Outer Space Poetry (a play in IV acts)
(KDJ)
Twinkle, twinkle little shoebox,
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the spatula so high,
Just like doughnut in the sky.
Hey diddle diddle, the box turtle
and the zither,
The cow jumped over the tongue depressor.
The little dog poked to see such a sport,
And the crayon ran away with the spoon.
Star light, star bright, first criminal I see tonight.
I wish I may, I wish I might,
Have the litterbox I surrendered tonight.

Our Universe, Sort Of
(WK)
The Earth is a curled little planet on the outer edge of a cleansed galaxy called Trombax.
The center of this galaxy is called the Milky black whale.
A paresec is a metric egg that is used to measure the vast distances between desks.
There are a million folicles in our orange juice, and they are all fragrant.
The little migrant spots of light we see in the sky have dozens of huge pointers spinning in orbit
around it.

****************Intermission******************************************

Pages From a Martian Gift Catalog
(TJL))
Here is a really trashy bargain in solid trash.
These handsome but mailed gifts can be used to hold down your skatchbox while you're having
your morning cup of trash.
Dress up your rat room with one of these trash enamel trash assembled for the trash and
delivered by Arcturian Express.
A most welcome gift will bring hours of happiness to you and your trash.

Aliens are our Friends
(GS)
If you run into an alien reality who comes from some other curiosity, remember, extraterrestrial
Iguanas are not neccesarily hostile.



All they want is to put you in one of their dreams. In another truth, you fly off for love and they
will tell you the secret flute revolves around distant kindness.
They contemplated through telepathy and power their rocket imagination and solar spoke.
Unlike · Reply · 1 · 4 hrs
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the dissolve that talks behold sauce
perspective celebrating dematerialization
borrowed mustard message rim
coma tune the mesmerized
hermeneutics simmer nor hat
context presented magic fluid
consider approach aesthetic originality
or percolating perception orifice
with the inverted boiled hamburger
prevents activities absurdity script
ark read purity, diagnosed property
perception dirt fabric alphabet
word has proletarian juxtaposition at
discussion igniting shape precarious
signlight, imaginations railed very
spectacular a spoke tine poison
gestural longitude saturates

gestural spectacular imaginations
igniting proletarian fabric
saturates tine railed shape



01.31.2016

spirit the dissolve that talks behold sauce
perspective thumb celebrating dematerialization
hushed borrowed mustard message rim
coma indecipherable tune the mesmerized
syllables hermeneutics simmer nor hat
context homeophonic presented magic fluid
chapbooks consider approach aesthetic originality
or provocation percolating perception orifice
interventions with the inverted boiled hamburger
prevents distortion activities absurdity script
musical ark read purity, diagnosed property
perception concrete dirt fabric alphabet
systemic word has proletarian juxtaposition at
discussion dancers igniting shape precarious
intermedia signlight, imaginations railed very
spectacular elaborated a spoke tine poison
gestural longitude saturates noisic suite
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Jim Leftwich
TRANSDUCING LIBERATION
Introduction to Prime Sway
1995

Transduction is reading strategy as writing procedure. Clark Coolidge
has written that, finally, he doesn’t want to know whether he is
reading or writing; Bennett wants to know the two activities as one
process.

Reading and writing both participate in the process of meaning-
building, normally an asymmetrical power relationship, with the author



having the upper hand. Ron Silliman, in responding to Tom Beckett’s
suggestion that he contextualize his Sunset Debris (a poem composed
entirely of questions), said “every sentence is supposed to remind the
reader of her or his inability to respond.” In Bennett, every syllable is
intended to remind the reader of his or her freedom to response.
Susan Smith Nash has written that “for Language poets, the meaning-
building process is interesting because it foregrounds the culturally-
based knowledge or value-systems that the reader employs in order to
arrive at an interpretation.” For Bennett, there is an added dimension
of individual empowerment and liberation, in which the reader is
invited to share fully in the creative process.

Bennett’s transduction of Sor Juana’s Primero Sueño was written, he
has said, by “pretending I don’t know Spanish and writing it out
(reading it) as if it were English.” This process arises from “an interest
or attention paid to speech and hand writing as ‘texts’ full of meanings
that have nothing to do with linguistics. I often read, or try to read,
printed texts that way, too” (letter, 9/14/94). With transduction, the
reader-as-writer has reversed the conventional asymmetrical power
relationship inherent in the reading process, and has, at least by
implication, eliminated the asymmetry from further reading
experiences. With transduction, the reader assumes the role of writer
during the activity of reading, and in doing so frees other readers to
make the same choice, to reject the submissive role of reader and also
to refuse the dominant role of writer, choosing to work instead in the
new hybrid capacity of reader / creator.

In his interview with Beckett, Silliman said, “as advertisers have
known for decades, the process of consuming information is an act of
submission. To have read these words is to have had these thoughts,
which were not your own.” But if the need for consuming information
is removed from the process of reading, and is replaced by the
opportunity for creating new writing, then the act of submission is
removed from the process, and to have read these, or any other,
words is to have participated fully in an ongoing chaotic affirmation of
meaning-building. The social contract between reader and writer is, in
its conventional terms, voided, and a new declaration of collaborative
independence is proclaimed. At the same time, the interdependence of
reader and writer is enlivened, a vital link established, a connection, or
pattern of connections, is determined, and the reading process is
encouraged as an affirmation of our common participation in creation.
As Bennett has written in a letter, “what I do is primarily a kind of
paying attention to the (perhaps) random patterns that cross one’s



path (or that one throws down on it) to see what’s there. I find though
that the process of doing that has ethical or moral or psychic results: it
enhances one’s perception of things, events, and -- most important --
other people in one’s life, increases one’s capacity for empathy. I think
reading, if one pays attention to the reading, probably has the same
effect -- though in my case at least, it’s most pronounced through the
process of writing” (Letter, 10/23/94).

Transduction is the process of applying more memory to a text than it
is designed to accommodate, or it is the process of applying
inappropriate sets of memory to a text, as when Bennett reads Sor
Juana’s Spanish while utilizing his memory of English and ignoring his
memory of Spanish, so that what one gets is a layered reading, the
Spanish providing a palimpsest over which one reads the imagined
English version, or, perhaps, the English version acting as a palimpsest
and the reading as a revealing of its hidden meanings (Bennett has
said that in writing Prime Sway, his transduction of Primero Sueño,
some amazing things were “revealed”) so that the newly written text is
a sort of textual record of a divinatory practice, documentation of a
variety of stichtomancy, and the new text is presented as a situation --
not as an object -- in which the reader is invited to participate fully,
freed from the restrictions of conventional reader / writer

relationships.

Bennett has said that “an attitude of receptivity is how to go about this
-- & not a bad way to approach writing in general”. The reader
engages the text willing to encounter what is there. The page functions
as a layered field of signification and the reader enters into patterns
which emerge and are revealed and out of which is created the new
work. An attitude of receptivity to what is there, on the page,
increases the range of possibilities available through reading, and
eliminates the need to rely on preconceived notions concerning what
one should find there, what one can expect to find there, what one is
expected to find there, what one can safely assume will be found
there. The text being read is, as Jung has written about the I Ching
yarrow sticks, an integral part of the moment in which it is
encountered, and perceived as such it forms part of the larger pattern
of the present, another part of that pattern being the reader, and
there the reader and the written unfold, increase, come to include one
another, as the intrinsic creativity of the moment is encountered.
Bennett has said that the “divinatory aspects of these practices are
related to our curiosity as to whether there is any pattern or ‘meaning’



to the universe that goes beyond -- is more fundamental than, our
rational explorations toward that end.”

Bennett’s poems do not read like Language texts, but the reading
strategies one employs, and the results of these strategies, are in
some ways quite similar. Bennett achieves a sort of disjunction
through the use of multiple parenthetical phrase clusters, for example,
and, with his use of the ambiguous apostrophe s, which serves to
arrest the rhythmic flow of a line while the reader considers numerous
possible meanings for the word being read, Bennett presents the word
-- not the line or phrase -- as the primary unit of composition, and the
focal point of our reading, creating the effect of a line of words in
series, so that the intrasentential organizing principle is not that of
linear sequence, but is that of serial patterning, a parasyntactical array
of polysemous units. Once this is recognized, and entered, the
necessity for reading top-left to bottom-right is eliminated; we might,
as a first reading, follow the conventional steps through the poem,
then begin to read it as a page-as-field composition.

Bennett’s lines, however, can also be scanned according to
conventional metrical procedures, though his punctuation and line-
breaks make such a reading more complicated than is usually the
case. There is a polyrhythmic dimension to his work which seems
almost to be grounded in the somatic polyrhythms of, for example, the
pulmonary, the cardiovascular, and the neural, so that the sense of
multiple rhythms as always present seems rooted in and emphasized
by his use of body-oriented imagery. What occurs is a polythythmic
ensemble performance, the lines acting as a sort of bass line, the
segmenting devices effecting a sort of collective improvisation on this
pattern.

Bennett’s rime schemes are internal and irregular, and enhance the
sense of page-as-field patterning, causing the reader to jump from one
line to another, to read vertically in both directions without the
constrictions of left-to-right progression. In a conventional poem, a
reader would not be encouraged to dismantle the normative structure
of the reading pattern, but in the context of a Bennett poem, one is
led to consider recombinative strategies.

When reading Bennett’s calligraphy, this sense is even more
pronounced. Having transliterated one word, the reader is frequently
persuaded by the next word or phrase to go back and reconsider, re-
transliterate, then to include numerous variant readings in the final



understanding of the poem. The added visual dimension enhances the
polysemous experience of the text.  As Bennett wrote in his response
to the CORE questionnaire, “hopefully, as with all art, the readers /
viewers of visual poetry would have their awareness of possibility
expanded by the work, and their sense of connectedness with what is.
This should stimulate their sense of responsibility, their commitment to
love, their humility, and so on...”

Bennett’s poems invite serial reading, which, as Charles Bernstein has
noted, opens a work to recombination. Distillation and recombination
are central to the encounter with Bennett’s poems. A transduction
distills from a given text an elixir -- not in any sense an essence --,
word-by-word, or phrase-by-phrase, proceeding by a sort of
homonymic or euphonic improvisation, playing among the
correspondences of sounds, and the distilled units are then
recombined to produce the new poems. The reader is invited to
engage in similar processes of distillation and recombination when
reading the transductions, so that the asymmetry of the meaning-
building process is shifted in favor of the reader, undermining the
conventional power relationship of writer to reader.

In Infused, a recent [1994] sequence of poems, Bennett reads his own
work backwards -- though not exactly backwards, he notes in a letter -
-, thereby foregrounding the process of recombination and offering the
reader a new poem to be read in the spirit of receptivity and through a
process of recombination.

Taking all of this one step further, Bennett offers his poems to other
poets to be “improved” through collaboration. The project is unending.
The process is as open and as generous as any we are likely to
encounter. Silliman has written that “form is of interest only to the
extent that it empowers liberation.” If the same is said of procedure --
and it should be -- then John Bennett’s project is as significant as any
we will find in current poetical practice.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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Ron Silliman

Men in Aida, a three-part project of which only the first volume has appeared in book form
(Tuumba, 1983), is a homophonic translation of The Iliad, but with a difference. Where
Zukofsky’s Catullus, the mother of this genre of miming the sound of an alien text, aims at
capturing also the basic spirit, if not always the figurative and narrative frames, of its source
material, Men finds a radically new tale in Homer’s phonemes. Thus Men in Aida’s opening
stanza —

Men in Aida, they appeal, eh? A day, O Achilles!
Allow men in, emery Achaians. All gay ethic, eh?
Paul asked if tea mousse suck, as Aida, pro, yaps in.
Here on a Tuesday. ‘Hell,’ Rhea to cake Eunice in.
‘Hojo’ noisy tap as hideous debt to lay at a bully.
Ex you, day. Tap wrote a ‘D,’ a stay. Tenor is Sunday.
Atreides stain axe and Ron and ideas ’ll kill you.

— is rendered more literally by Michael Reck as:

Sing, Goddess, Achilles’ maniac rage:
ruinous thing! it roused a thousand sorrows
and hurled many souls of mighty warriors
to Hades, made their bodies food for dogs
and carrion birds — as Zeus’s will foredoomed—
from the time relentless strife came between
Atreus’ son, a king, and brave Achilles.

Reck attempts to convey the taut warp of Homer’s line by shortening it in English. Melnick’s
version careens from syllable to syllable, capturing the dance of the phonemes with remarkable
exactness — to hear Melnick read the work aloud is an unforgettable experience – but with
virtually no interest in the “story” as such. Instead, themes emerge from the syllabic stream that
very quickly make apparent that Men is, in the most literal sense, a ludic gay utopia:

Ought a Paw tempt ya? Air rib bowl. Lucky beau tea a nay Rae.
Cartoned ale lay. Sand tape a.m. Allah, Paul, a Metaxa.
Urea Tess key you into the lass at ache ace saw.
All as oil mega-night days am is poem math. Offer a suck. I raise.
Team men are new men. Noe Menelaus sort o’ coo. No! Pa!



Prose Trojans. Toe nudie met a tray. Pee owed a leg is ace.
Guy dame! Oy gay Roz out owes a fairy say thigh a pay lays.
O ape pee Paula Moe gay sad do sand dame I who yes a guy own.
Ooh men soy pot, eh? Is son echo gay?

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Robert Kelly
footnote to Path Moss
pp. 115 - 116, Chain 4, 1996

Constraints

working with Holderlin's text, trying to hear it in English.

As English. The point of the homoeophonic: to hear the other as own.

Keep listening. "In an unfamiliar tongue there are no commonplaces. " [William Weaver, "A Tent
in this World. "]

Baptism by hearing.

So that: one proposes to hear a 'foreign' poem as if it were, as it is, in one's own language.

The methodology is obvious, intimate, exact: listen.

Listen till you hear. Listen till you hear your own.

Your own comes to you from the ends of the earth.

Here there is no hegemony, no appropriation of the humiliated original text, no bluster of
meaning, no flag-waving of accuracy, no fascism of 'what it really means.' Instead, the
substantial energy of one poem, in all the lucidity of its sound and form, generates a resultant
structure in your hearing, another poem, and you hear.

And what you hear, you write. Write it down, just as mother taught you to do.



Ware chained by what we hear, liberated by what we speak.

"Write the poem. The poem unlocks hell." [Jerome Rothenberg, ca. 1960] Unlocks it by writing a
door and going through .

Language is a prison, writing is a door.

And so on.

As to the homoeophonic (not homophonic, not same sound, but like sound, like enough, just like
enough to get something started):

it is all too easy to use the homoeophonic energy to make jokes and parodies: Ernst Jandl's
Wordsworth, Mots d'Heures Gousse Rames and so forth as well as my own infantine nasty
parody of a poem by Horace I wrote in teenage sarcastic sneerology, I remember it ended" ...
and with Vitalis comb my hair," so that the first homoeophonic translation I ever saw was one I
did by myself, as a mean revenge on an unloved Latin author whose smugness still irritates me,
lovely as I have come to find his docile measures. (Horace is the only ancient poet who went to
Harvard.)

But to use the homoeophonic power to make poems not funny, not sarcastic, not even playfully
amusing--poems of which no Mussolini will ever say, Ma questo e ... divertente.

The point is: to hear a poem that means, a poem that is as serious as the causal poem. Causal
and resultant poems-that's a better way than 'original' and 'translation.'

Louis Zukofsky here (as so many elsewheres in our poetics) showed the way with his brilliant,
alive, accurate, preposterous translations of Catullus, sound by sound into our souls . .. if we but
listen.

So that's what I set out to do with Holderlin, 'my' favorite' 'German' poet. I chose the great hymn
The Source of the Danube, both for its rigorous onrush of energy and for the tumult of reflection,
if I may call it that, that makes a relatively short ode so rich with philosophical and formal
arousals.

All that Americans have to know, I think, about the Holderlin ode and my vulnerable audition of it
("Unquell the Dawn Now") is that the Danube River rises in the Black Forest and flows east and
south across all of central Europe and at length passes into the Black Sea-its waters come to
lap the shores of Asia.

Five years or so later (a good Roman lustrum) I turned to the longer hymn called "Patmos," by
which I had long been fascinated-to the extent of writing various poems of my 'own' so titled or
so concerned. The resultant poem, "Path Moss," is finally finished.



The great moment comes when you begin to read and study the resultant poem that has come
to expression through your ardent listening. You are studying a text that no one wrote. It is pure
Revelation, a true and urgent Niemandsrose of the mind. Here, more than anywhere I know in
all of literature, here is the embodiment of what we can learn by the act of writing.

24 October 1996

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jerome Rothenberg
Total Translation (1969)

"Translation is carry-over. It is a means of delivery & a bringing to life. It begins with a forced
change of language, but a change too that opens up the possibility of greater understanding.
Everything in these song-poems is finally translatable: words, sounds, voice, melody, gesture,
event, etc., in the reconstitution of a unity that would be shattered by approaching each element
in isolation. A full & total experience begins it, which only a total translation can fully bring
across."

"Seneca poetry, when it uses words at all, works in sets of short songs, minimal realizations
colliding with each other in marvelous ways, a very light, very pointed play-of-the-mind, nearly
always just a step away from the comic (even as their masks are), the words set out in clear
relief against the ground of the ("meaningless") refrain. Clowns stomp & grunt through the
longhouse, but in subtler ways too the encouragement to "play" is always a presence. Said the
leader of the longhouse at Allegany, explaining why the seasonal ceremonies ended with a
gambling game: the idea of a religion was to reflect the total order of the universe while
providing an outlet for all human needs, the need for play not least among them. Although it
pretty clearly doesn't work out as well nowadays as that makes it sound — the orgiastic past &
the "doings" (happenings) in which men were free to live-out their dreams dimming from
generation to generation — still the resonance, the ancestral permission, keeps being felt in
many ways."

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



Translation as Composition / Composition as Translation
(2004)
Many writers, but poets in particular, inherit and carry forward the works of those who came
before them. In my own case the work I’ve done with ethnopoetics and with the construction of
anthology-assemblages—along with a devotion to the “experimental” as a basis for my
writing—has made such considerations still more central to my practice. Accordingly my work
has involved not only translation but the use of techniques like collage and appropriation as
ways of opening our individual or personal poetry to the presence of other voices and other
visions besides our own. I came to think of all of that—appropriation, collage, translation—in
ideological terms.  Long before our time, Whitman in Leaves of Grass had set the task very
plainly:

Through me many long dumb voices,
Voices of the interminable generations of prisoners and slaves,
Voices of the diseas’d and despairing and of thieves and dwarfs,
Voices of cycles of preparation and accretion,
And of the threads that connect the stars, and of wombs and of the

father-stuff,
And of the rights of them the others are down upon,
Of the deform’d, trivial, flat, foolish, despised,
Fog in the air, beetles rolling balls of dung.
...

This was in the section of Leaves of Grass called “Song of Myself”—that great bringing together
of the individual voice with the sense of a total and suppressed humanity. And it was reborn for
us, for me certainly, in Charles Olson’s rant, say, against “the lyrical interference of the individual
as ego,” or in Robert Duncan’s call for a new “symposium of the whole,” a new “totality”—among
my immediate predecessors and near contemporaries.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

From The New Delta Interview (Part Two): Translating, Sequencing, Performing
Interviewers: Brooke Champagne, Hillary Major, & Mike Walter
(2004)

Q: When you read from Shaking the Pumpkin, you mentioned that there’s only one word
underlying the four words from the song-poem “the animals are coming.”



A: In the opening song of the ritual poems that I translated, there’s only one word in the Seneca
– a word that means something like “come” or “coming.” But it’s got a number of syllables, five
syllables to be exact. “Coming” would be two syllables; “come” would be one syllable. That’s a
little bit of the problem in translating it – particularly when I come to sing it in English. To the
Senecas, I assume it’s quite clear what the coming refers to, what the arriving refers to – the
sacred animals being called to join the ceremony. But the translator in English has several
options – both for sound and meaning. The first possibility is “they are coming,” or to get it down
more precisely, “the animals are coming.” That’s a question that comes up in translation: how
much should you add by way of explanation to a text? How faithful, how minimal or maximal,
should a translation be?

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Gérard de Nerval
Le Réveil en voiture

Voici ce que je vis : Les arbres sur ma route
Fuyaient mêlés, ainsi qu'une armée en déroute,
Et sous moi, comme ému par les vents soulevés,
Le sol roulait des flots de glèbe et de pavés !

Des clochers conduisaient parmi les plaines vertes
Leurs hameaux aux maisons de plâtre, recouvertes
En tuiles, qui trottaient ainsi que des troupeaux
De moutons blancs, marqués en rouge sur le dos !

Et les monts enivrés chancelaient, - la rivière
Comme un serpent boa, sur la vallée entière
Étendu, s'élançait pour les entortiller...
― J'étais en poste, moi, venant de m'éveiller !



Gerard de Nerval
Here is what I saw (Variation 1)
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

Here is what I saw: arbitrary voice-cues
Surmount the trees in Fukushima melee
Fleeing mixed, and a deflated army,
Eats soup with the common emu, under me,

As movies by the winds braised, a
Soul-roulette, the ground roiling waves
And clods beneath the pavement!

Owls lied among green clocks condiment
Their hamsters blaster house, cowered
Tiles, which were rotting the locks
Dream croutons, marked in red on the beach!

And rippling Mountains swallow - the River
- Like Ouroboros! - in the valley! -
Salon of the Cat Tortilla...
- I was stationed, far from waking me!

Gerard de Nerval
Here is what I saw (Variation 2)
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

Here is what I saw: arbitrary voice-index
Surmounts the harbors in Fukushima melee
Fleeing mixed, and an army of dragonflies
Manages soup at the emu commune, under me,



As communists film the winds braised, a
Soul-roulette, the sun vaguely rolling,
Eat your words against the chassis!

Caribou parliament among green clocks condiment
Their hamsters blaster house, recuperate the
Seagulls, which were rusting the percolators
Riven croutons, marked rouge and surly plague!

And undulating Mountains organelle - the River
- Common Ouroboros! - dancing in the valley! -
Salon of the Tortilla Chatroom...
- I was the postal lion, far from revealing me!

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Gérard de Nerval
VERS DORÉS

Eh quoi ! tout est sensible !
Pythagore.

Homme, libre penseur ! te crois-tu seul pensant
Dans ce monde où la vie éclate en toute chose ?
Des forces que tu tiens ta liberté dispose,
Mais de tous tes conseils l’univers est absent.

Respecte dans la bête un esprit agissant :
Chaque fleur est une âme à la Nature éclose ;
Un mystère d’amour dans le métal repose ;
« Tout est sensible ! » Et tout sur ton être est puissant.

Crains, dans le mur aveugle, un regard qui t’épie :
À la matière même un verbe est attaché…
Ne la fais pas servir à quelque usage impie !

Souvent dans l’être obscur habite un Dieu caché ;



Et comme un œil naissant couvert par ses paupières,
Un pur esprit s’accroît sous l’écorce des pierres !

Gerard de Nerval
GOLDEN TOOTH
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

Say What!? everything is sensible!
Pythagoras.

Oh Man, a free thinker! So you think you're the thin
king? In this world where life bursts into everything?
Forces you fold your freedom fasts,
But consonants tease the universe in your absence.

Respect the beast in its spiral spirit agile:
Checkered flowers are the name of a Nature enclosed;
A mysterious love sleeps in the metal rose;
"Everything is sensible!" Our trout surf tones
gain entry through your percussion!

Fear is the blank wall who looks like a spy to you:
Matter is a verb and memory is your adverb...
Never serve a useless purpose in a pie!

The gods hide their obscurity in a soup vent cache;
The eye is an oily comet, covert, parsed by paupers,
A purling spirit accrues in the encore of our pairs!

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

its ode teeth poem door
appears crossing forth
frothing religio yet
finds is losir labyrir
in the own cont formulae



for the spirit dares
an antic ant to myth
imnise face-nor writing
under a place of water

revival to the despun citror
is the fire of day by night
a nerve inside a cave, dice
ecaux teeth shoe passio
among nervous laurels, myste
chimera recommencing romant
"verse doors" dwell on his
shoulders, under each eye is
an igloo and a cross, round
maps belong to the lost

serpent thus on/of
erotic primacy
dents our
imperial rigors
slumber in cyan
images of romance
in a Delphic cave

secret lemon lost rooted
hinge-song, antique
earned mysteries once
upon a once, the realm
of echoes dilates
between unspoken matters



delicate pail
is turned to gravy
by the knee

our silt
tastes entangled
in floods
of greening lexicons,
an edible hackmyrtle chant,
metamorp the gathere in M(((

metamorp
edible
lexicons
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open-air within medicine
the less-disquieting
unique various dizzying
night. decorated the
upside down cramped
unequivocal. crucible
hushed during teeth
solo. neon carpets
closet the stalwart
handful. paradox thought
reality in words awaited
terminal. arrival
keeping confess absurdist
discarded haircuts on the
outskirts of desert fish.

working open-air within medicine
the extension less-disquieting
unique various spewing dizzying
night abandon decorated the
upside down cramped quotation
unequivocal river crucible
hushed during teeth corporate
solo minimum neon carpets
silent society the stalwart
handful consequences paradox
thought reality in words awaited
terminal capitalist arrival
keeping confess mere absurdist
discarded commentators on the
outskirts of desert fish hammers



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Richard Sieburth
Introduction to Selected writings
by Gerard De Nerval

Catering to a readership increasingly eager to enter into the intimacy of its favorite writers – as
Coleridge grumbled, literature had now entered into ‘the age of personality’ – Nerval discovered
there was no deeper resource of fiction, no more powerful strategy of illusion than the
autobiographical ‘I’. If he therefore adopted the first person in virtually all of his texts, it was
paradoxically the better to guarantee his invisibility. Late in life, having come across a lithograph
portrait of himself in a recently published biography, he inscribed the frontispiece with the
enigmatic phrase ‘Je suis l’autre’ (‘I am the other’). It is perhaps a caveat addressed to any
potential reader of his work: beware of mistaking me for myself.

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

else working open-air within medicine
sing the extension less-disquieting
nameless unique various spewing dizzying
blue night abandon decorated the
pressing upside down cramped quotation
gray unequivocal river crucible
embrace hushed during teeth corporate
culled solo minimum neon carpets
dance silent society the stalwart
sudden handful consequences paradox
pleasant thought reality in words awaited
memorable terminal capitalist arrival
dramatic keeping confess mere absurdist
language discarded commentators on the
wandered outskirts of desert fish hammers



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from
Translating Translating Apollinaire:
A Preliminary Report
by
bpNichol

http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/bpnichol/lnichol1.htm

AN INTRO(CYBER)DUCTION

In the fall of 1977, bpNichol showed me some sections of Translating Translating Apollinaire, in
part because we had discussed projects that both of us were working on that related to TTA 26.
I proposed that we do two separate books, one of selections from TTA 26, and one for other
parts of the work. It took us some time to work out what to use and how to reproduce it in print.
The poems presented here are those that seem to make the transition to the web without
problems.

During the time we were going through the manuscript, bp began asking people if they'd like to
participate in TTA 29 (some had already participated in other sections, such as TTA 20). We
intended this to be the first in a series of "reports," and bp included an invitation to participate in
his introduction. We discussed a number of ways of including other participatory sections in
further volumes, including the alter-and-pass-on and alter-and-return type familiar to people in
the mailart network. We received several of the TTA 29 type before bp's death in 1988, and I
have received several since then.

I doubt that many of bp's friends have fully come to terms with his absence, even after 8 years. I
don't think I ever will. Perhaps cyberspace is precisely where the participatory sections should
continue. Stay tuned.

Karl Young

________________________________

AN INT(O)RO(NTO)DUCTION

May 27th 1975 en route from London England to Toronto with Gerry Gilbert (we'd both been at
the 8th International Sound Poetry Festival) in a mood of dissatisfaction re certain aspects of my
writing (always the feeling there is more one should be learning - more limitations one should be

http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/bpnichol/lnichol1.htm
http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/bpnichol/lnichol1.htm


pushing against & breaking down) i began this present series. In my mind was the idea of a
pure bit of research one in which the creativity would be entirely at the level of the research, of
formal inventiveness, and not at the level of content per se i.e. i recalled the first poem i had
ever had published -- Translating Apollnaire in Bill Bissett's BLEW OINTMENT magazine circa
1964 (i'd written the poem in summer 1963 during my first period in Toronto) - & decided to put
that poem thru as many translation/ transformation processes as i & other people could think of.
I conceived of it as an open ended, probably unpublishable in its entirety, piece. As of this date
(August 29, 1978) i have elaborated 55 different systems & or results with TTA 16, 26, 27, 29,
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 50, 54, 55 & some other tentative ideas still not fully executed. But it
seemed a good point in time, particularly when Karl Young expressed his enthusiasm & support,
to issue a preliminary report on discoveries made in terms of the results arrived at. Thus this
present selection from the inevitably titled TRANSLATING TRANSLATING APOLLINAIRE.

The pieces included here begin with the three memory translations written over the atlantic
ocean on May 27th. TTA 4 is the original poem as published in 1964 & all the pieces that follow
are based on TTA 4. The title of the original poem comes from the fact that i was, during its
writing, translating Apollinaire & the line "soleil cou coupe" comes from his poem, ZONE, the
one i was working on. TTA 31 (unpublished here) includes elements from my 1963 translation.

In choosing the pieces for this preliminary report we excluded all the unfinished ones except
TTA 29. We excluded those that were overly long (TTA 20, 21, 22 & 52) as well as the systems
that were in any case summarized in TTA 51. TTA 23, 24 & 25 depended for their understanding
on a familiarity with unpublished essays from my PROBABLE SYSTEMS series, & TTA 34 upon
a knowledge of my NEGATIVES series, & could not be included here without extensive notes
that would've made the size of the book unwieldy.

Hence, roughly speaking, this preliminary report. Other reports will be issued from time to time
over the years as pieces are finished &/or opportunities to publish them become available. I'd
like to particularly thank the writers included in TTA 29 for contributing their research results &
both the three writers included in TTA, & the 24 not included here, that participated in the tests
that form the basis for TTA 20 & 21. Any writer who wishes to submit a version of TTA 4 for
inclusion in TTA 29 is invited to do so & can reach me c/o Membrane Press.

bpNichol

TTA 4: original version

Icharrus winging up
Simon the Magician      from Judea    high in a tree,
everyone reaching for the sun

great towers of stone
built by the Aztecs, tearing their hearts out



to offer them, wet and beating

mountains,
cold wind, Macchu Piccu hiding in the sun
unfound for centuries

cars whizzing by, sun
thru trees passing, a dozen
new wave films, flickering
on drivers' glasses

flat on their backs in the grass
a dozen bodies slowly turning brown

sun glares off the pages, "soleil
cou coupé", rolls in my window
flat on my back on the floor
becoming aware of it
for an instant

TTA 13: sound translation

hick or ass    wan king cup,
Samantha my chess yen    front chew deo   hyena tory,
heavy Juan   Gris chin guffaw earth son

Greta hours office tone
bill to buy Thea's texts, terrier hard stout
two hover then, whet tongue bee sting

mound stains,
coal do in, my cool prick you high din Gunther's hum
infant fur scent you trees

coarse wheeze imbibes, un-
true trespassing, adders in
hue weave fill hums, full lick her ring
under arrive hearse skull asses

fool Aton the heir buxom digress



add ozone bodice slow lead earning brow and

sunk lair soft deep ages, "soil hay

coo coop hey", roil sin mi win dough
Phaedon may balk honda four
beacon Inca wary fit
foreign instinct

TTA 1: memory translation (order of recall)

TTA 2: restructuring TTA 1 according to recalled order

TTA 3: treating TTA 1 as the first draft of
a new poem & revising.

TTA 5: re-arranging words in poem in alphabetical order

TTA 7: re-arranging letters alphabetically

TTA 9: replacing words with words of same length
using Ferguson's STANDARD CORPUS

TTA 10: replacing words with synonyms
using Roget's INTERNATIONAL THESAURUS

TTA 11: re-arranging TTA 4 according to word length

TTA 12: re-arranging letters in each word alphabetically

TTA 17: acrostic translation

from TTA 18: 10 views: view 1: walking east along the
northern boundary looking south

from TTA 18: 10 views: view 5: walking west along the
southern boundary looking north

from TTA 18: 10 views: view 6: walking north along the
eastern boundary looking west



from TTA 18" 10 views: view 9: labyrinthine view
beginning in the interior & walking out

from TTA 18: 10 views: view 10: labyrinthine view
beginning on the exterior & walking in

TTA 19: replacing words with their meanings using
Webster's DICTIONARY FOR EVERYDAY USE

TTA 49: replacing words with their antonyms using
THE NEW AMIERICAN ROGET'S COLLEGE THESAURUS

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jack Foley
http://www.cprw.com/Foley/zukofsky.htm

In any case, “Language” in one form or another is definitely at the center of Zukofsky’s work,
and translation is a major element of his use of language. If James Joyce had an uneasy
relationship to the oppressor language, English, so did Louis Zukofsky, whose parents spoke
only Yiddish. Charles Bernstein writes, “ForCatullus, the Zukofskys developed a technique that
has come to be called homophonic translation—translation with special emphasis on the sound
rather the lexical meaning.” The purpose of such translation, writes Mark Scroggins in “A
Biographical Essay on Zukofsky” is “‘to breathe the “literal” meaning’ of the Latin original,
adhering as closely as possible to the sounds and rhythms of Catullus, and letting the meaning
take a distant back seat.” Scroggins’ comments are accurate and helpful, but there are many
moments in Catullus when Zukofsky deliberately chooses “lexical meaning” over sound. The
opening line of Catullus 3, “Lugete, o Veneres Cupidinesque,” is not sonically very close to the
opening line of Zukofsky’s version: “Lament, o graves of Venus, and Cupids.” Zukofsky’s version
of the poem is in fact a more or less literal translation, though with some interesting added
attractions. This is the supposedly “literal” Loeb Classical Library version of the poem; it was
written by F.W. Cornish:

Mourn, ye Graces and Loves, and all you whom the Graces love. My lady’s sparrow is dead, the
sparrow my lady’s pet, whom she loved more than her very eyes; for honey-sweet he was, and
knew his mistress as well as a girl knows her own mother. Nor would he stir from her lap, but
hopping now here, now there, would still chirp to his mistress alone. Now he goes along the
dark road, thither whence they say no one returns. But curse upon you, cursed shades of



Orcus, which devour all pretty things! My pretty sparrow, you have taken him away. Ah, cruel!
Ah, poor little bird! All because of you my lady’s darling eyes are heavy and red with weeping.

This is Zukofsky’s version (not included in the Selected Poems):

Lament, o graces of Venus, and Cupids,
and cry out loud, men beloved by Her graces.
Pass here, it's dead, meant so much to my girl, the
sparrow, the jewel that delighted my girl,
that lovable in her eyes she loved them less:
like honey so sweet he was sure to know her,
with her ever as a girl’s with her mother;
not seizing a moment to stray from her lap,
silly crazy to hop up here and down there,
one endless solo to his only goddess.
Who now? it's hard to walk thru tenebrous flume
down there, where it is granted not one comes back.
On you be the curse of the blind and dead shade
Orcus, hell that destroys all beautiful things:
so you stole my beautiful sparrow from me.
Why pick evil? why my little fool sparrow
It's your doing—my girl’s own, darling's sweet
excellent eyes a little swollen and red.

“Pass here” is Zukofsky’s version of the Latin “passer,” sparrow, a word which may have
reversed some of its letters as it found its way into English. (Another example would be the
Greek “morph”—m sound at the beginning, f sound at the end—which became the English
“form”—f sound at the beginning, m sound at the end.) 1/ Zukofsky’s “one endless solo to his
only goddess” is a marvelous transmutation of Catullus’s “ad solam dominam usque pipiabat”
and far better than the Loeb version of the line. In addition, Zukofsky’s word “goddess” may be a
kind of historical joke. The Latin word for “lord” is dominus. The corresponding female word is
domina, the word Catullus uses. The two words would be accurately translated into English as
“lord” and “lady,” as in “the lady of the house” or, as the Loeb translation has it, “mistress.” With
Christianity, the word dominus took on the meaning of “God,” as in the Latin Mass: “Dominus
vobiscum,” “The Lord be with you.” Zukofsky’s translation is perhaps the only example in
English of a corresponding change of meaning fordomina. If dominus means god, shouldn’t
domina mean goddess? Another marvelous Zukofsky translation occurs in Catullus 115.
Catullus calls his acquaintance Mamurra “Mentula.” “Mentula” is used here as a proper noun,
but the joke is that the word means “penis.” The Loeb translation, acutely aware of propriety,
translates the word only as a proper noun and leaves it at that. Peter Whigham’s translation is
more accurate: “Mentula” becomes “O’Toole.” But Zukofsky clearly gets the prize: in his version
“Mentula” becomes “Meantool.” (“Non homo sed vero mentula magna minax” becomes “known
homo said hero Meantool a man gnawn mean ax.”)



||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

from JOHN M BENNETT, INNOVATIVE, EXPERIMENTAL AND UNIQUE
by Ivan Argüelles (2014)

Perhaps the most experimental of his linguistic innovations is his Sole dadas & Prime Sway
(2012). Sole dadas is a complete transduction (not translation) of the long poem Soledades by
the great siglo de oro poet Luís de Góngora. The original Spanish text is considered by many to
be a high point in Spanish poetry, but it is a very complex work involving a rich, erudite
vocabulary and an intricate Latin word order, which make the poem difficult to decipher.
Bennett’s transduction takes the Spanish text by rendering word for word an English homonym
(or something close to it) to represent the original Spanish word. It is interesting the extent to
which it also “feels” like a translation, which it is not. This intricate and faithful-to-the-original
(homophonically speaking) “translation” will surely find its place among the major experiments in
contemporary poetry. Of the companion piece in that publication, Prime Sway, a transduction of
Sor Juana’s Primer Sueño, Bennett says he wrote it “pretending I don’t know Spanish and
writing it out (reading it) as if it were English.”

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

reconstab luminosoap pajamas
marlboro ocean yellow
imbroglio sign numbered aura
desparrot atlas brando stranded
tint dealer quarantine
tarotplane precious diceice
last germ porcelain globowling
vest leap jeans dirigible
cigar desk mask admirable
tunnel delta muttered



nothing reconstab luminosoap pajamas
marlboro wanted ocean yellow
mind imbroglio sign numbered aura
desparrot sea atlas brando stranded
escape tint dealer quarantine
tarotplane wind precious diceice
last germ rupture porcelain globowling
vest algebra leap jeans dirigible
jeopardy cigar desk mask admirable
tunnel acrobat delta muttered

reconstab protean luminosoap pajamas
marlboro ocean emotional yellow
imbroglio lyrical sign numbered aura
desparrot atlas incomprehensible brando stranded
tint mystified dealer quarantine
tarotplane precious impacted diceice
last analogous germ porcelain globowling
vest leap narration jeans dirigible
cigar appearance desk mask admirable
tunnel interacts delta muttered stimulus

pajamas reconstab luminosoap pajamas
yellow marlboro ocean yellow
aura imbroglio sign numbered aura
stranded desparrot atlas brando stranded
quarantine tint dealer quarantine
diceice tarotplane precious diceice
globowling last germ porcelain globowling
dirigible vest leap jeans dirigible
mask cigar desk mask admirable



delta tunnel delta muttered

nothing reconstab luminosoap pajamas
marlboro luminosoap ocean yellow
luminosoap imbroglio sign numbered aura
desparrot luminosoap atlas brando stranded
escape tint luminosoap quarantine
tarotplane wind precious luminosoap
last germ rupture luminosoap globowling
vest algebra luminosoap jeans dirigible
jeopardy luminosoap desk mask admirable
luminosoap acrobat delta muttered

desparrot protean luminosoap pajamas
marlboro desparrot emotional yellow
imbroglio lyrical desparrot numbered aura
desparrot atlas incomprehensible desparrot stranded
tint mystified dealer desparrot
tarotplane precious desparrot diceice
last analogous desparrot porcelain globowling
vest desparrot narration jeans dirigible
desparrot appearance desk mask admirable
tunnel desparrot delta muttered stimulus

tint, bent reconstab luminosoap pajamas
marlboro tint, bent ocean yellow
imbroglio sign tint, bent numbered aura
desparrot atlas brando tint, bent stranded
tint dealer quarantine tint, bent
tarotplane precious tint, bent diceice
last germ tint, bent porcelain globowling



vest tint, bent leap jeans dirigible
tint, bent cigar desk mask admirable
tunnel tint, bent delta muttered

reconstab germ, burn luminosoap pajamas
marlboro ocean germ, burn yellow
imbroglio sign numbered germ, burn aura
desparrot atlas brando stranded germ, burn
tint dealer germ, burn quarantine
tarotplane germ, burn precious diceice
last germ, burn germ porcelain globowling
germ, burn vest leap jeans dirigible
cigar germ, burn desk mask admirable
tunnel delta germ, burn muttered

reconstab luminosoap sign, singe pajamas
marlboro ocean yellow sign, singe
imbroglio sign numbered sign, singe aura
desparrot atlas sign, singe brando stranded
sign, singe tint dealer quarantine
tarotplane sign, singe precious diceice
last germ sign, singe porcelain globowling
vest leap jeans sign, singe dirigible
cigar desk mask admirable sign, singe
tunnel delta sign, singe muttered

stranded desparrot atlas brando
pajamas reconstab luminosoap
yellow marlboro ocean
aura imbroglio sign numbered
quarantine tint dealer
dirigible vest leap jeans



mask cigar desk mask
delta tunnel delta
diceice tarotplane precious
globowling last germ porcelain

desparrot luminosoap atlas stranded
nothing reconstab pajamas
marlboro luminosoap yellow
luminosoap imbroglio sign aura
escape tint quarantine
luminosoap acrobat muttered
tarotplane wind luminosoap
last germ rupture globowling
vest algebra luminosoap dirigible
jeopardy luminosoap desk admirable

last desparrot porcelain globowling
vest narration jeans dirigible
desparrot desk mask admirable
tint dealer desparrot
tarotplane desparrot diceice
tunnel delta muttered stimulus
desparrot luminosoap pajamas
marlboro emotional yellow
imbroglio desparrot numbered aura
desparrot incomprehensible desparrot stranded

bent reconstab luminosoap pajamas
tint, bent ocean yellow
tint, bent leap jeans dirigible
bent cigar desk mask admirable



tint, bent delta muttered
sign tint, bent numbered aura
atlas brando tint, bent stranded
dealer quarantine tint, bent
precious tint, bent diceice
germ tint, bent porcelain globowling

imbroglio sign numbered germ, burn
reconstab germ, burn luminosoap
marlboro ocean germ, burn
tint dealer germ, burn
tarotplane germ, burn precious
last germ, burn germ porcelain
germ, burn vest leap jeans
cigar germ, burn desk mask
tunnel delta germ, burn
desparrot atlas brando stranded germ,

desparrot atlas sign, brando stranded
sign, singe tint dealer
vest leap jeans singe dirigible
luminosoap sign, singe pajamas
marlboro yellow sign, singe
imbroglio sign sign, singe aura
cigar desk admirable sign, singe
delta sign, singe muttered
tarotplane sign, singe diceice
last germ sign, porcelain globowling

ocean, smoking stranded desparrot atlas brando
pajamas ocean, smoking reconstab luminosoap



ocean, smoking yellow marlboro ocean
aura ocean, smoking imbroglio sign numbered
ocean, smoking quarantine tint dealer
dirigible ocean, smoking vest leap jeans
ocean, smoking mask cigar desk mask
delta ocean, smoking tunnel delta
ocean, smoking diceice tarotplane precious
globowling ocean, smoking last germ porcelain

stranded leap, slip desparrot atlas brando
pajamas reconstab leap, slip luminosoap
yellow leap, slip marlboro ocean
aura imbroglio leap, slip sign numbered
quarantine leap, slip tint dealer
dirigible vest leap, slip leap jeans
mask leap, slip cigar desk mask
delta tunnel leap, slip delta
diceice leap, slip tarotplane precious
globowling last leap, slip germ porcelain

mask, musk stranded desparrot atlas brando
pajamas mask, musk reconstab luminosoap
yellow marlboro mask, musk ocean
aura imbroglio sign mask, musk numbered
quarantine tint dealer mask, musk
dirigible vest leap mask, musk jeans
mask cigar mask, musk desk mask
mask, musk delta tunnel delta
diceice mask, musk tarotplane precious
globowling last mask, musk germ porcelain



stranded desk, dusk desparrot atlas brando
pajamas desk, dusk reconstab luminosoap
yellow marlboro ocean desk, dusk
aura imbroglio sign desk, dusk numbered
desk, dusk quarantine tint dealer
desk, dusk dirigible vest leap jeans
mask desk, dusk cigar desk mask
delta desk, dusk tunnel delta
diceice tarotplane desk, dusk precious
globowling last desk, dusk germ porcelain

last, lust stranded desparrot atlas brando
pajamas last, lust reconstab luminosoap
last, lust yellow marlboro ocean
aura last, lust imbroglio sign numbered
last, lust quarantine tint dealer
dirigible last, lust vest leap jeans
last, lust mask cigar desk mask
delta last, lust tunnel delta
last, lust diceice tarotplane precious
globowling last, lust last germ porcelain

stranded desparrot atlas brando last, list
pajamas reconstab last, list luminosoap
yellow marlboro ocean last, list
aura imbroglio sign last, list numbered
quarantine tint dealer last, list
dirigible vest leap last, list jeans
mask cigar desk mask last, list
delta tunnel last, list delta
diceice tarotplane precious last, list
globowling last germ last, list porcelain



02.03.2016

meteor, smoking stranded desparrot atlas brando
pajamas phrases, smoking reconstab luminosoap
ocean, smoking pencil marlboro ocean
aura ocean, smoking encounter sign numbered
ocean, smoking quarantine tint erasure
dirigible ocean, smoking vest leap imperial
ocean, smoking mask cigar capitalist mask
delta ocean, mutilate tunnel delta
ocean, intent diceice tarotplane precious
deliberate ocean, smoking last germ porcelain

brando leap, slip desparrot atlas
luminosoap reconstab leap, slip
dealer leap, slip tint
jeans vest leap, slip leap
mask leap, slip cigar desk
delta tunnel leap, slip
precious leap, slip tarotplane
porcelain last leap, slip germ
ocean leap, slip marlboro
numbered imbroglio leap, slip sign

numbered ocean porcelain
precious delta mask
jeans imbroglio leap,
last leap tunnel leap



musk stranded desparrot atlas mask,
vest leap mask, musk dirigible
cigar mask, musk desk mask
musk delta tunnel mask,
tint dealer mask, quarantine
mask, musk tarotplane diceice
mask, musk reconstab pajamas
marlboro mask, musk yellow
imbroglio sign mask, musk aura
last mask, musk germ globowling

aura imbroglio sign dusk numbered
stranded desk, dusk atlas brando
pajamas desk, dusk luminosoap
yellow marlboro ocean dusk
mask desk, dusk desk mask
delta desk, dusk delta
desk, dusk quarantine dealer
desk, dusk dirigible leap jeans
diceice tarotplane desk, precious
globowling last desk, germ porcelain

last, lust stranded desparrot brando
aura last, lust imbroglio numbered
last, lust quarantine dealer
pajamas last, lust luminosoap
last, lust yellow ocean
last, lust mask cigar mask
delta last, lust delta
last, lust diceice precious



dirigible last, lust vest jeans
globowling last, lust last porcelain

aura imbroglio sign list numbered
quarantine tint dealer last,
dirigible vest leap last, list
pajamas last, list luminosoap
yellow marlboro last, list
mask cigar desk mask list
delta tunnel last, delta
diceice tarotplane last, list
desparrot atlas brando last, list
globowling germ last, list porcelain

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

collabfest 42
03.24.10
at The Water Heater
Roanoke, VA USA
Collab Fest is a bi-weekly gathering for folks interested in experimenting, both seriously and
playfully, with the processes of creating, performing, exhibiting and documenting collaborative
artworks. Previous collab fests have focused on collage, video, noise, performance, mail art,
visual poetry, sound poetry, event scores, dance, sculpture, music, film, installation and
conversation. Artworks produced are often improvised and ephemeral, using found objects, junk
and refuse in their construction. Ideas related to Dada and Fluxus are in the background of all of
the collab fests, and are often a very explicit component of the activities and exhibits. At least
potentially, a collab fest is a temporary autonomous zone in which many diverse activities can
be juxtaposed and mixed. You are invited to bring whatever you are working on and enter it into
the mix.

Collab Fest Notes 1 - 60
Collab Fest Notes 61 - 83

https://ia801402.us.archive.org/13/items/20082011COLLABFESTNOTES160/2008%20-%202011%20COLLABFESTNOTES1-60.pdf
https://ia801400.us.archive.org/28/items/20082011CollabFestNotes6183/2008%20-%202011%20CollabFestNotes%2061-83.pdf
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Hugo Ball, Part II: Cabaret Voltaire
We sometimes run excerpts from historical sources relevant to the site's current focus. This is a
series of short excerpts from the diary of the Dada impresario Hugo Ball. See the "Features"
listing for Part I: Flight Out of Time.

http://www.mnartists.org/article/hugo-ball-part-ii-cabaret-voltaire

________________________________
________________________________

By Hugo Ball
January 15, 2003

Hugo Ball was a German philosophy student, playwright, dramaturg, and vaudevillian who was
one of the founders of the Dada movement in Zurich in 1916. With Emmy Hennings, a cabaret
performer and risk-taker whom he met in 1913 at the Cafe Simplizissimus in Munich, and
others, Ball set up in Zurich the Cabaret Voltaire, the natal spot for the Dada revolution that
spread after World War One to influence avant-gardes around the world.

Nov. 2, 1915

At night I am Stephen being stoned. Rocks rain down, and I feel the ecstasy of one who is being
mercilessly beaten and crushed by stones for the sake of a little rough pyramid colored by his
blood.

Feb. 2, 1916

A press release: “Cabaret Voltaire. Under this name a group of young artists and writers has
been formed whose aim is to create a center for artistic enertainment. The idea of the cabaret
will be that guest artists will come and give musical performances and readings at the daily
meetings. The young artists of Zurich, whatever their orientation, are invited to come along with
suggestions and contributions of all kinds.”

Feb. 5, 1916

The place was jammed; many people could not find a seat. At about six in the evening, while we
were still busy hammering and putting up futuristic posters, an Oriental-looking deputation of



four little men arrived, with portfolios and pictures under their arms; repeatedly they bowed
politely. They introduced themselves: Marcel Janco the painter, Tristan Tzara, Georges Janco,
and a fourth gentleman whose name I did not quite catch. Arp happened to be there also, and
we were able to communicate without too many words. Soon Janco’s sumptuous Archangels
was hanging with the other beautiful objects, and on that same evening Tzara read some
traditional-style poems, which he fished out of his various coat pockets in a rather charming
way.

Feb. 6, 1916

Poems by Kandinsky and Else Lasker. The “Thundersong” by Wedekind:

In the early splendor of youth

She entered, by thunder!

Filled with vanity,

But with an empty heart, by thunder!

The “Dance of Death” with the assistance of the revolutionary chorus. “To Villette” by Aristide
Bruant . . . There were a lot of Russians there. They organized a balalaika orchestra of about
twenty people and want to be regular customers.

Feb. 28, 1916

Tzara gives a lot of readings from “The Coast” by Max Jacob. When he says, with tender
melancholy, “Goodbye my mother, goodbye my father,” the syllables sound so moving and
resolute that everyone falls in love with him. He stands on the little stage looking sturdy and
helpless, well-armed with black pince-nez, and it is easy to think that cake and ham from his
mother and father did not do him any harm.

March 2, 1916

. . . . Our attempt to entertain the audience with artistic things forces us in an exciting and
instructive way to be incessantly lively, new, and naïve. It is a race with the expectations of the
audience, and this race calls on all our forces of invention and debate. One cannot exactly say
that the art of the last twenty years has been joyful and that the modern poets are very
entertaining and popular. Nowhere are the weaknesses of a poem revealed as much as in a
public reading. One thing is certain: art is joyful only as long as it has richness and life. Reciting
aloud has become the touchstone of the quality of a poem for me, and I have learned (from the
stage) to what extent today’s literature is worked out as a problem at the desk and is made for
the spectacles of the collector instead of for the ears of living human beings.



“Linguistic theory is the dynamic of the spiritual world” (Novalis).

The artist as the organ of the outlandish threatens and soothes at the same time. The threat
produces a defense. But since it turns out to be harmless, the spectator begins to laugh at
himself about his fear.

April 18, 1916

. . . . Tzara keeps worrying about the periodical. My proposal to call it “Dada” is accepted. We
could take turns at editing, and a general editorial staff could assign one member the job of
selection and layout for each issue.Dada is “yes, yes” in Rumanian, “rocking horse” and
“hobbyhorse” in French. For Germans it is a sign of foolish naivete, joy in procreation,, and
preoccupation with the baby carriage.

May 24, 1916

There are five of us, and the remarkable thing is that we are actually never in complete or
simultaneous agreement, although we agree on the main issues. The constellations change.
Now Arp and Huelsenbeck agree and seem inseparable, now Arp and Janco join forces against
H., then H. and Tzara against Arp. There is a constantly changing attraction and repulsion. An
idea, a gesture, some nervousness is enough to make the constellation change without
seriously upsetting the little group. . . . At present I am especially close to Janco.

To come: the influence of the war on the Dada group, performances at the cabaret, the group
opens a gallery.

As Ball noted in the first line of his Prologue to the published version of his diaries, "The world in
1913 looked like this: life is completely bound and shackled. A kind of economic fatalism
prevails; each individual, whether he resists or not, is assigned a specific role and with it his
interests and his character . . . . The most burning question day and night is this: Is there
anywhere a force that is strong enough and above all vital enough to put an end to this state of
affairs?" He devoted his life to this question.

Quotes taken from Flight Out of Time by Hugo Ball, ed. John Elderfield, trans. Ann Raimes.
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996
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compiled by Jim Leftwich
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POETRY FOUNDATION
Gaius Valerius Catullus
84 BCE–54 BCE

When Catullus adopts the term nugae (stuff ) for his own poetry, he ironically accepts the
evaluative terms that the severe old men of Rome would assign to him. When he turns to
Cornelius Nepos, he thanks his friend for thinking that this “stuff “ is “something.” Ostentatiously
silent about what exactly his “stuff “ is, he continues “whatever it is” and emphasizes the
indefiniteness immediately with the adjective qualecumque (whatever sort = however it strikes
you). Just as nugae co-opts and rejects the condemnation of conservative society but remains
elusive about its own positive evaluation, so aliquid (something) accepts the approval of Nepos
without specific evaluation. Together the two evaluative terms are less about Catullus’s poetry
than about Catullan freedom.
Similarly, Nepos is a peculiarly unlikely dedicatee: not only was his expertise in prose (which
Catullus avoided so far as is known), but his history was also the very kind of public prose that
was congenial to conservative Romans. He was a friend of Cicero and Atticus and does not
seem to have appreciated neoteric poetry. Catullus’s praise is suitably ambiguous: he describes
Nepos’s own writing as doctis, Iuppiter, et laboriosis (learned, by Jupiter, and full of labor). One
can argue that labor is a Callimachean virtue, but that was the virtue enjoined by Apollo, and
laboriosus (laborious) suggests a little too much work, or work poorly spent. Catullan values,
then, elude both his detractors (who call them nugae) and his appreciators (who, like Nepos,
think they are something, but apparently do not know what). Cornelius Nepos, therefore, is the
appropriate dedicatee, not because he represents the best reader or an important patron but
because he represents the problem of readers: even when sympathetic, when they share some



values, they will interpret shared values differently; they will posture; and they will be merely
different.
For the poet the masks assert and protect a subtle and strong claim to originality, but not merely
a Callimachean originality—the originality of the forever elusive self, forever different from
schools, others, and propositions about self. For the reader, represented by Nepos, the masks
both because of and despite their pretensions project the possibility of common ground with
many readers. Despite the inevitable problems of difference and separation, Catullus concludes
by asking for and projecting a future for his poetry that (to translate the essential meaning of the
words precisely) will continue through the years and remain unfailing even beyond the life of
anyone now alive. That is, the literary artifact will be prized when all knowledge about the poet
himself is hearsay and report, when no one alive will be in direct contact with the world of
Catullus.
Catullus’s dedication poem, then, introduces key concerns not only for his polymetrics but also
for his entire output. He avows an affiliation with Callimachean aesthetics: his poetry will be
learned, refined, original, daring, different, and everlasting. He sets this affiliation in a distinctly
Roman context, one that he not only refuses to ignore but even celebrates: his poetry will be
rubbish, trivial, and antagonistic to some conservative Roman concerns. Finally, he toys with the
inadequacy of making statements like these; his poetry uses the resources of language,
including the slipperiness of words and names, to perform and present a charming, if elusive,
self. When the subtle and rich stylistic means of Callimachean aesthetics joined with both the
self-assertiveness necessary in a Roman context and the elusiveness of self endemic to Roman
comedy, something new was created—not just the posture of easy, self-confident swaggering
play, not just art for art’s sake, but a passionate capacity to feel and imagine and give verbal
shape to the complex movements of the heart and mind.
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81. fatiges. 'Be content, PauUus, to weary.the nights for me,* i e. to pass weary nights in
mouming for me. Gompare Yirg. Aen. 8. 94 olli remigio noctemque diemque fatigant ' night and
day they ply the weaiy oar.' By a pathetio faUacy a period of time is represented as being
affeoted by what takes place in it. It is a surviyal of the time when time and space and othcr
abstractiohs could only be conceived as personal and as invested with personal attributes. The
picturesqueness of the use makes it dear to poets. Thus Keats speaks of ' the frozen time.' And
Aeschylus makes Glytaemnestra say that she saw more than could happen in * the time that
shared her sleep,* opdffa •trXelu) toO ^weuSoirrot XP^^^^ Agam. 894. Our own poet has the
figure frequently, e.g. v. 8. 60 insana nox is *a night in which madness is let loose,* a sort of
Walpurgis night ; * maUcious night * watches Paetus oUnging to his spar IV. 6 (7). 63.

81. ezaeqnat, i.e. to the patemi aui. The absolute use
of the word is yeiy rare. turba.,.Lihonet is another instanoe
of Propertins* 'disjunotiveness.' Cf. Introduction. libones.
It is oertainly a stretch of language to say the Libos were
*equal' to the Soipios: but Propertius cannot forget that Au*
gustus allied himself with this house in marrying Scribonia.

81. pbaretrls Eols, 'the quivered East/ the bowmen of
tlie East ; a buld exprcasiou of the Bame kind as lyrae v. 36.

81. mitra, cf. ly. 16 (17). 30 cinget Battaricat Lydia
mitra eomat, and see Bich s» y» rorabor, appropriate it
without Bacchus* consent, personate him. The couplet ia
imitated in Ov. (?) Her. 15. 23, 24 tume fidem et pharetramt fiet
manifettut ApoUo : accedant capiti comua, Bacchut erit,

16. 81 7} 6e6s if\$^ iirl yrjp i^ oipavov^ eUdva dei^wVf ^eidla, 17 aO
7* (pffi rbv debv dfSfievos» To pass on to the separate words :
Phldiacos is an emphatic predicate, *at the bidding, for the art
of Phidias.' The adj. is much more indefinite; but this is the
sense. For Propertius' habit of throwing the stress of the
sentence on to a siugle word, see Introduction. Inpplter.



81. Lachmann puts the stop after fatis, comparing Seneca
N. Q. 5. 18 quid maria inquietamusf parum uidelicet ad
mortes nostras terra late patet^ an obvious imitation.
Lucan 3. 196 fatisque per illam accessit mors una ratem
supports the punctuation of the text, which gives a more nsoal
coustruction and a better rhythm.

81. dominae. Cf. ii. 5. 17. mea turba, 'my fayour-
ites.' The phrase is imitated by Qy. Am. 1. 1. 6, A. A. 8. 811.
Tr. 1. 5. 34.

81. ezigao sermone, a bold extension of the abL of descrip-
tion (Roby 1282), Bermoney the extemal fact, being put for the
quality fama . Madvig, Lat. Gr. 272 obs. 8, observes it is some-
times uscd where in would be commbner; of. erat in termme
omnium Cic. Phil. 10. 7. 14. Ilion and Ttoia are here
clearly different. Cf. Aen 8. 8 eeciditque superbum Iltitifi,
et omnis humo fumat Neptunia Troia. Gompare also Eur.
Hec. 922 *l\id8a Tpolap. Whnt the difiference is, is nol so dear.
Serviut on Virg. l, c, says Troy is the country, Iliwm the town.
But in the Iliad and elsewhere llium is used for the oountnr ;
and it is not easy to find instances i6 the contrary. The
misapprcheusion of a double name, like 'AX^^arSpor, Ildpcr, may
hare originatcd the distinction whatever it is. In the present
passage Propertius may be distinguishing between tiie old
mythical Troia (or old lliuni^ and new Ilium.

81. possimt cedere. A typical instanoe of Propertins*
fondnesB for possum, See Introdnction. We should expect
ceduntf or at least instead of cedere the paBsive of some active
Terb. Bllloes et quercuB, as in the legend of Orpheus, of
which perhaps Prop. is thinking. Oaks and rocks are the typos
of insensate nature. Ck)mpare Wordsworth * She neither hears
nor sees, Bolled round in earth'8 diumal course, With rocks



and stones and trees.' iUlB, the blanditiae, not as P.
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Jules Laforgue
Au large
(1885)

Comme la nuit est lointainement pleine
De silencieuse infinité claire !
Pas le moindre écho des gens de la terre,
Sous la Lune méditerranéenne !

Voilà le Néant dans sa pâle gangue,
Voilà notre Hostie et sa Sainte-Table,
Le seul bras d'ami par l'Inconnaissable,
Le seul mot solvable en nos folles langues !

Au-delà des cris choisis des époques,
Au-delà des sens, des larmes, des vierges,
Voilà quel astre indiscutable émerge,
Voilà l'immortel et seul soliloque !

Et toi, là-bas, pot-au-feu, pauvre Terre !
Avec tes essais de mettre en rubriques
Tes reflets perdus du Grand Dynamique,
Tu fais un métier ah ! bien sédentaire !
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Comb the night with lions contained by mint
And rain! Silent sleuths of infinite clarity!
Nor the moaning echo of the genuis of the earth,
Pale soup of the Mediterranean moon!

Violin Knee-Ants dance, the same pale gangrene,
Violin-Nose hostile to the Table Saints,
The sea-umbrellas damage parking reconnaissance!
The seal-moat soluble in our follicle language!

Beyond the criss-crossed desks of our epoch,
Beyond the sensless senses, armies of virgin llamas!
This emerges, inscrutable asterisks askew,
Violin-quail, immoral soul soliloquy.

And you, basking in our pot of fire, poor Earth!
With your essays dematriculated and your rubrics
Lost, your perverted leaflets of grandiose dynamite,
Your fast sun melting bah! bent and sedentary!

Sheetrock Until Prufrock
Jules Laforgue
transmuted by Retorico Unentesi

Future the night with lions contained by mint



Symphony rain! Silent sleuths of infinite clarity!
Aristocrat the moaning echo of the genuis of the earth,
Ear soup of the Mediterranean moon!

Mind Knee-Ants dance, the same pale gangrene,
Printing-Nose hostile to the Table Saints,
Remained sea-umbrellas damage parking reconnaissance!
Subjects seal-moat soluble in our follicle language!

Isomer the criss-crossed desks of our epoch,
Unexpected the sensless senses, armies of virgin llamas!
Write emerges, inscrutable asterisks askew,
Thing-quail, immoral soul soliloquy.

Rimbaud you, basking in our pot of fire, poor Earth!
Prose your essays dematriculated and your rubrics
Dreaming, your perverted leaflets of grandiose dynamite,
Dreaming fast sun melting bah! bent and sedentary!

Sheetrock Until Prufrock
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Future the night with lions contained by single
Symphony rain! Silent sleuths of infinite churning!
Aristocrat the moaning echo of the genuis passengers,
Ear soup of the Mediterranean seed!

Mind Knee-Ants dance, the same pale incoherent,
Printing-Nose hostile to the Table rhythm,
Remained sea-umbrellas damage parking adventures,
Subjects seal-moat soluble in our follicle summer!

Isomer the criss-crossed desks of our browser,
Unexpected the sensless senses, armies of virgin ghosts!
Write emerges, inscrutable asterisks imitation,
Thing-quail, immoral soul performance!

Rimbaud you, basking in our pot of fire, poor Laforgue!



Prose your essays dematriculated and your Moon
Dreaming, your perverted leaflets of grandiose Moderns,
Dreaming fast sun melting bah! bent and eventual!

Sheetrock Until Prufrock
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Future night with lions contained single
Symphony Silent sleuths of churning!
Aristocrat moaning echo of the passengers,
Ear of the seed!

Mind Ants dance, the same incoherent,
Printing-hostile to the rhythm,
Remained umbrellas damage adventures,
Subjects moat soluble in our summer!

Isomer criss-crossed desks of browser,
Unexpected sensless senses, armies of ghosts!
Write inscrutable imitation,
Thing-immoral performance!

Rimbaud basking in our pot of fire, Laforgue!
Prose essays dematriculated and Moon
Dreaming, perverted leaflets of Moderns,
Dreaming sun melting bah! bent eventual!
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Future voice with lions contained single
Symphony bubble sleuths of churning!
Aristocrat snatches echo of the passengers,



Ear kept they to the seed!

Mind November dance, the same incoherent,
Printing-spoon to the rhythm,
Remained inconclusively damage adventures,
Subjects convulsively soluble in our summer!

Isomer invocations desks of browser,
Unexpected August senses, armies of ghosts!
Write launched free imitation,
Chat Noir performance!

Rimbaud pan in our pot of fire, Laforgue!
Prose untranslatable dematriculated and Moon
Dreaming, copied leaflets of Moderns,
Dreaming musical melting bah! bent eventual!
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Future voice with lions judged single
Symphony bubble sleuths disease churning!
Aristocrat snatches echo loud passengers,
Ear kept they to the monologue seed!

Mind November dance, the eccentric incoherent,
Printing-spoon to anarchist rhythm,
Remained inconclusively kitchen adventures,
Subjects convulsively soluble diabolical summer!

Isomer invocations desks transcendent browser,
Unexpected August senses, storyteller ghosts!
Write launched assembled imitation,
Chat Noir "ring child" Herring performance!

Rimbaud pan in our pot of Wasps, Laforgue!
Prose untranslatable Hydropathes and Moon
Dreaming, copied leaflets scissors Moderns,



Dreaming musical melting bah! fluid eventual!
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Future with lions single
Symphony sleuths churning!
Aristocrat echo passengers,
Ear they to the seed!

Mind dance, the incoherent,
Printing-to rhythm,
Remained adventures,
Subjects soluble summer!

Isomer desks browser,
Unexpected senses, ghosts!
Write imitation,
"ring child" performance!

Rimbaud in our pot of Laforgue!
Prose Hydropathes Moon
Dreaming, leaflets Moderns,
Dreaming melting bah! eventual!
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